Let R be a one-dimensional analytically irreducible ring and let I be an integral ideal of R. We study the relation between the irreducibility of the ideal I in R and the irreducibility of the corresponding semigroup ideal v(I). It turns out that if v(I) is irreducible, then I is irreducible, but the converse does not hold in general. We collect some known results taken from [5], [4], [3] to obtain this result, which is new. We finally give an algorithm to compute the components of an irredundant decomposition of a nonzero ideal.
A relative ideal I of a numerical semigroup S is called Z− irreducible if it is not the intersection of two relative ideals which properly contain I. A particular relative ideal of S plays a special role, it is the canonical ideal Ω which is maximal with respect to the property of non containing g, the Frobenius number of S. Thus Ω = {g − x, x ∈ Z\S}. Let R be an integral domain with field of fractions K. A fractional ideal ω of R is called an m-canonical ideal if for any nonzero fractional ideal I of R, we have I = ω :
We fix from here on the following notation: (R, m) is a one-dimensional analytically irreducible Noetherian domain. This is a domain for which the integral closure V = R in the field of fractions K of R is a rank-one discrete valuation domain and is a finitely generated R−module. 
It is a natural question to ask whether a result similar to Corollary 3 holds for integral ideals.
Theorem 3. Let I be a non zero integral ideal of R such that v(I) is irreducible, then I is irreducible.
Proof: Now I is m-primary, so I ⊂ (I : In other terms, the non trivial deduction of Corollary 4 says that, if I is a monomial ideal which is not the intersection of two strictly larger monomial ideals, then I is not the intersection of two strictly larger ideals, even if non monomial ideals are allowed. This is indeed known in a more general context [6, Proposition 11, p.41] .
Algorithm:
The following algorithm is a method for computing the components of an irredundant decomposition of a non zero ideal I of R.
(1) Compute the length of (I : (3) Let for i = 1, . . . , n,
. . , f n ) (4) For each J i , we will construct another ideal J i such that J i ⊆ J i , J i is irreducible and J i = I. Compute the length of (J i :
If not, look at a set of generators (g 1 + J i , . . . , g j + J i ) of (J i :
(5) Iterating the construction above we will obtain:
. . , g s−1 ) Yet we are interested only in the ideal J i1 which does not contain f i = g 1 . (6) Compute the length of (J i1 :
If l R (J i1 : R m/J i1 ) = 1, then we take J i = J i1 . If not we proceed in the same way. After at most k − 2 steps, where k = l R (R/I), we find an irreducible ideal J i . It is easy to see that i =j J j J i , because f i ∈ j =i J j but f i / ∈ J i . We claim that I = n i=1 J i is an irredundant intersection of I into irreducible ideals. In fact suppose that we have I ⊂ 
